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PREFACE 
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Development of Problem Base Learning Device to Improve Students’ Mathematical Reasoning 
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expressed by the author to the thesis examiner Drs.Zul Amry,M.Si,Ph.D. ,Dr.Togi,M.Pd, 
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the rector of Medan State University, Dr. Martina Restuati, M.Si as the dean of Mathematics and 
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as the secretary of Mathematics Education Department, and all employees who supported in 

completing this thesis. 

 High appreciation will give to the headmaster of SMA Negeri 2 Balige, Aldon Samosir, 

S.Pd, because of his kindness to let the author conduct the research in that school. The teacher of 

XI grade, Paber Panjaitan, S.Pd, who let me replace him for 4 weeks to teach the students. The 

author will not forget to say thank you to all staffs in SMA Negeri 2Balige who have welcomed 

me warmly. 

 The biggest role played by them, who always support me in every situation. They are: my 

mother, Pridawati Siringo-Ringo, who never be tired to say “finish you thesis”; my father 

Resman Simbolon,who always be patient and keep  working hard in order to provide what I 

need; my sisters and my brother who does nothing but bothering me. And don’t forget to Mam 

Nora, who always supports me in my thesis. 

 I am also thanks for Bilingual Mathematics Education 2014 members, thank you for 

support and togetherness for the past 4 years, it turns out that it is not easy to be a math student, 

thankfully we can share about our lesson so far. Also thanks to PPLT SMA Negeri 2 Balige for 

our three month togetherness our experience our real teacher in good or bad condition. 
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 Thanks to my best friend during my college in UNIMED are Thomson Sidauruk, Ruth 

Sibarani, Gayatri Sianturi, Chrystin Siahaan, Elisa Nainggolan, and specially thanks to my bestie 

iban Nova Rista Situmorang, and bestie turang Ate Malem Sari Ginting who always supported 

me especially in the assignment and not forget to announcent me about my thesis. I am also 

thanks for my best friend in LasVegas.FC and my uda and inanguda warmob(Warung Mobil ) 

the front of Mipa gate. 

 The author knows this thesis is far from perfect, so for the reader who have any 

suggestion or criticisms for this thesis, be author welcomes it. The author hopes that the content 

of this thesis can help many parties in order to make the educational system in Indonesia better 

than before. Thanks. 
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